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• Decode the _____________________ of letters quickly

• Match that to our _____________________knowledge

• Use grammar knowledge to _____________________words 

into meaningful units

• Use discourse knowledge to understand how one piece of 

text _____________________to another

• Use _____________________knowledge

• Make _____________________to understand what is not 

explicitly stated

Fill in: relates, background, lexical, inferences, combination, 

group

Difficulties of reading



Problems of teaching reading

Students try to understand every word.

Guess from the context. *

Students read slowly.Fluency training

Students wordspot

Paraphrasing

Early finishers

Extra activity: see handout

* In order to guess the meaning from the context you need to know 95% of the 
words of a text (Paul Nation). 



• Match titles and articles

• Match pictures and titles

• Match pictures and captions

• Read a selected article. Then answer the questions

who, where, what, when, why, how. Then tell the class

about it.

• Find specific grammar forms in the texts.

• Localize stories on a map (take the sports, home, 

international etc. section of the paper)

• Time line

Fluency development with newspapers



https://www.spreeder.com/app.php


Scanning

As universities opened in September for a new year, six million young people around 
the world demonstrated on the streets for climate action. The power of these 
demonstrations showed the need for urgent action on the environment. So what 
now? For freshers just starting at university, deciding how to live your life is very 
important. Here are some ideas for how you can be sustainable as a student. 

Eating  
What you eat is important: nearly a quarter of all greenhouse gases come from 
agriculture, and most of those are from meat and dairy. Giving up meat is an easy 
way to reduce your carbon footprint, and you’ll save money, too. A meat-free diet 
has been recommended as the “singlebiggest way” an individual can help the 
planet. Eating meat and dairy creates excessive land and water use, industrial 
emissions, methane and deforestation.



Websites

https://breakingnewsenglish.com/
https://www.readworks.org/
http://rewordify.com/
https://learnenglishteens.britishcouncil.org/study-break/graded-reading?utm_source=TE_Facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=bc-teachingenglish
http://www.newsela.com/
http://www.togglecase.com/remove_vowels


Extensive reading



Focus on morphology

Noun Verb Adjective Opposite

danger endanger dangerous safety



Paper strips



Interacting with the text

Idea: Peter Watkins





Jigsaw reading

Preparation: Cut the first sentence of each paragraph of a longer text.

Put class in pairs. Then distribute the first sentences to the pairs and 

let them match the sentences with the paragraphs. Hand out another 

first sentence to the pairs as soon as they have finished the first one.



Stand up / sit down -

The teacher chooses six words from a chosen section of the

text and writes these on the board. Each student chooses

three of these words and makes a note of these in their

notebook. The teacher reads the chosen section of the text

aloud and students read along in silence, but stand up and

then quickly sit down again every time they hear/read their

chosen words.

Click / clap -

The teacher reads the chosen section of the text aloud and

students read along in silence. Every time they teacher

gets to a full stop/period the students clap their hands

once. Every time the teacher gets to a comma the students

click their fingers once.

Reading aloud



NewresearchshowsthatitisbadforchildrentowatchTV,tabletormobilep

honescreensbeforebedtime.ResearchersfromtheUniversityofColora

dofoundthat"screentime"beforesleepingdamageschildren'shealth.T

heresearcherslookedatover60differentstudiesonhowscreentimeaffe

ctschildren.Theysaid:"Ofmorethanfivedozenstudieslookingatchildre

nagedfrom5to17aroundtheworld,90percenthavefoundthatmorescre

entimeisassociatedwithdelayedbedtime,fewerhoursofsleep,andpoor

ersleepquality."Screensarebecomingsmallerandsmaller,sochildrenc

anlookattheminbed.Morethan75percentofchildreninthestudyhadso

mekindofscreenintheirbedroom.

No spaces



1. Choose a text and blank out some of the prepositions, 

connectives and pronouns. 

2. Divide the class into three groups. Give one group the text and 

ask them to fill in all of the prepositions. Give the second group 

the text and ask them to fill in all the connectives. Give the third 

group the text and ask them to fill in all of the pronouns.

3. When they have finished their task, re-group the learners into 

groups of three with one learner from each group. They can then 

test each other on which words should go in the gaps. 

Reading for detail



The biography of Nelson Mandela reads like a morality tale. Here is a man who is subjected by a racist society to

years of imprisonment, for most of the time in with degrading and humiliating conditions, who emerges a quarter of a

century later to become president of his country and Nobel Peace Prize winner.

Nelson Mandela came slowly to political activism. He grew up as a reasonably privileged child well and was not

exposed to the racial discrimination which was becoming institutionalized in his country until he was at university at

the age of 24. But once he recognized to the injustices, he could not remain silent and he was expelled from the

University of Fort Hare in 1940 for taking part in a student demonstration. He did not give up on after his university

degree, however, eventually completing the course by correspondence in 1942. He went on to become the first black

student at the University of Witwatersrand, where he studied law, although he never completed the course.

Further examples of bottom-up processing

• Colour linking words

• Colour fact and opinion

• Take out one sentence from a text. Students have to place it back again.

• Add a word that does not belong into the text.

Find the additional words



Far too often comprehension questions do not test the 

understanding of text but simply wordspotting. 

Comprehension questions have several weaknesses:

• a single right answer

• a lack of authenticity

• a lack of joy

• often only superficial understanding required

• often focusing on trivial, insignificant information

Example: Splag grigged the flug spraggily in the 

scroog.

Comprehension questions



Alternatives are:

• Smurfing

• True/false/don’t know

• Let the students come up with their own 

comprehension questions. 

• Complete sentences about the text: The boy left home 

because … 

• Put the paragraphs into the correct order

• Fill in sentences at the correct place in the text



Read this passage on the Smurfs. In normal 

English, what would the underlined smurf words 

be?

The Smurfs are a fictitious group of small blue creatures 

that smurf in a forest somewhere in Europe. Smurf 

language is famous for smurfing certain nouns and 

verbs with the smurf ‘smurf’. The viewer or reader will 

usually be able to smurf out the meaning of the word 

from its smurf.

(Answers: live, replacing, word, work, context)



https://create.kahoot.it/share/share/enter-kahoot-title/9b6cee1f-0541-4bc7-b773-65cf5e693662

